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To Francisco, my husband, 

My kids, Frances, Sebastian, and Andres

Whom love and existence has supported my self-realization

Everyday they remind me that...

An elephant does not walk a rabbit path.



“the richness of life is not in the answer,

it’s in the foreplay of finding your truth”

- Andrea Bahamondes



part I

what do I

truly want?



A Little Story Before We Get Started

I made a life-changing decision ten years ago. I decided to quit the corporate world and

pursue a dream of freedom. For the next five years I embraced my independence and

became an entrepreneur, running a successful marketing company. At the height of its

success I started to experience burnout once again. Was this all there was? I couldn’t help

but yearn for more meaning in my life. So I slowed down, unplugged from the

conventional structures and patterns I’d been blindly following and set out in search

of my truth, my higher calling.

What happened? My life transformed dramatically, and not by a specific event but by

an intentional process of waking up to life. How did I do this? Step one was coming

to terms with taking full responsibility for myself and accepting that there was no

specific roadmap to follow. At the end of the day, the choice to fully engage in my

personal growth was mine and mine alone.



The answers weren’t to be found outside of myself but within. After all, only I knew

what made my heart dance. And so, I began my journey of personal introspection and 

exploration. 

What happened as a result? I reconnected to my values, revisited my dreams, and

decided to redesign my entire lifestyle.

Thus, I found my calling and my coaching practice was born.

This ebook is my life shared. It is a message that I am passing on to you to

evoke the inspiration and creativity that already resides within you and is waiting to be

ignited.  To get you started, I have created The Naked Journal, a tool that will guide you

through a process of stripping away the old story that no longer serves you so that you

can gain clarity, move forward, and step into your full potential.



I have a special gift for you

at the end of the book

(don’t miss it!)





Questions will set you free

There is an inner knowing that we all possess. By empowering yourself to ask the

right questions, you will delve into the inner world of your truth, where a wealth of

wisdom awaits. 

Remember, this tiny but mighty guide does not contain any answers outside of yourself,

only 25 questions to help you begin your exploration. Here are three simple things you

will need to make the most of this Tiny But Mighty Guide to Self-Discovery:

1) Time (Set aside time to relax without distractions, just “YOU” time)

2) A journal

3) A pencil 

Tip: If it’s challenging for you to make time. Set it up in your calendar as any other appointment you

make with someone else, but this one it’s special because it’s with yourself.  Go to your favorite coffee

shop with the Tiny But Mighty Journal pick one question, let go, and begin to journal. Don’t worry

about editing or making sense. For the next 15-30 minutes just write whatever comes to mind and

you will begin to unfold into a beautiful inner journey.



Let’s begin.

Once you are in your perfect environment take 5 minutes to center yourself by doing

this exercise.

Take a deep breathe. Feel your feet on the ground. Feel the ground supporting you in

this moment of truth. As you exhale let go of whatever you need to let go of, any

thoughts, any worries, anything that gets in the way of you being fully present.

Notice your body posture. Notice the temperature in the room, the time of day, your 

feelings. Take a moment to plug into what brings you happiness, sadness or frustration.

What is liberating for you? What is not?



Nothing else matters. Nothing else needs your attention.

As you exhale, let go of whatever tension you hold and completely relax in the moment.

Now that you are relaxed and grounded, let your intuition guide you through the

questions and pick one to begin journaling. Stay with each question for at least

10 minutes. If the answer is not clear, let the question stay with you longer. There’s

no rush. Don’t judge, just notice. Remember every question

that you plant in your mind is like a seed that will sprout a new idea, a new possibility,

a new way.

Note: Please keep in mind that these questions are in no particular order. Feel free to

start with the one that resonates the most for you and go from there.  

This moment is just for you





what do I truly want?

This question can strip you down. It has the power to wipe out all that is in front of you,

all that hinders. Sometimes we commit to all sorts of things to distract us from the one

thing we really want. Other times we seek fulfillment in material things, when the

truth is that fulfillment is a way of being and not something that can be purchased.

By asking this question you can avoid wasting energy, time and money on things that

are not aligned with your values.

Sit with this question. What value is most important to you? Is it Spirituality? Family?

Adventure? Learning? Community? Equality? Health? Creativity? Expression?

Knowing what makes you tick is the key to creating a life that supports this natural

inclination.



What is the

lifestyle I’m

looking to create?

question 2

As you dream, imagine and visualize. Make a special note of what you are looking to create.

What is the

lifestyle I’m

looking to create?



What is the lifestyle I am looking to create?

If you have forgotten to give yourself permission to create the lifestyle of your dreams

and your current lifestyle seems circumstantial, this is your chance to wipe the slate

clean and consider what you would do if nothing stood in your way.

By now you’ve identified your core value. What lifestyle supports it? Where do you

live? What are your work hours? When do you play? Who surrounds you? What does a

typical day for you look like?

As you dream, imagine and visualize. Make a special note of what you are looking to

create. 

If you want to take a step further, make a vision board with pictures of your dream life

to inspire and remind you that everything in your highest good is possible.



What do I love about

myself right now?

question 3



What do I love about

myself right now?

It is difficult to see our strengths and blessings when we have been too preoccupied

with all that is wrong, or needs fixing.

Putting your attention on the things you love about yourself immediately makes you

feel good and from this place you can empower yourself with the confidence to pursue

what your heart desires. You will be moving forward from a place of gratitude rather

than scarcity or criticism.



If I ruled the world,

what would my

world be like?

question 4



If I ruled the world, what

would my world be like?

It’s easy to give power to everything and everyone else when we feel lost or insecure in

life. We forget the power is within us. Let this question help you claim back what is

yours. You know what to do. 

Who would I be? What would I do/have?



question 5

What are you stepping into?

Who am I

becoming?



Who am I becoming?

The words you say, the way you speak, the way you walk, the things you do and the 

things you don’t, reflect who you are being. Who is “Be-Coming”? What are the

qualities you are stepping into? Think of someone you admire and what it is you

admire about them. Then consider this: you would not be able to see all of those things

in that person unless you had it within you as well. It takes one to know one!



question 6

What am I

grateful for?



What am I grateful for?

Gratitude is the queen of all the virtues. The moment you realize all the blessings in

your life, there is no room for suffering. Knowing that there are people in the world

who live with so little and are happy, validates that we do not need more than what

we already have to live a life full of grace. Look around you. What can you appreciate?



question 7

What makes you lose track of time?

If there was a secret

passion in my life,

what would it be?



If there was a secret passion

in my life, what would it be?

We can have many passions in life but those passions are not necessarily the things

that makes us money. Think of a passion as something that makes you come alive.

it fills you. You can do it for hours and lose track of time. Perhaps it’s something you

loved doing as a child. Whatever it is, give yourself permission to take the limitations

off of it right now. Consider that nothing is stopping you from doing what you love to

do. Now acknowledge it. Put it in writing. That’s the first step to making your passion

a part of your life.



question 8

What is present

when life is most

exciting for me?



What is present when

life is most exciting for me?

Think about a peak moment in your life when you felt at peace and full of joy.

Something was present. Maybe you felt independent, free to create, grateful to be alive,

etc. All of your senses were ignited. Where were you? Who were you with? What were

you doing? How did you feel?



question 9

To live a life created by circumstances

is a waste of a lifetime.

What do I want

my life to be?

question 9

To live a life created by circumstances

is a waste of a lifetime.



What do I want my

life to be?

To live a life created by circumstances is a waste of a lifetime. Connect to what

you want your life to be like. You can have everything you need and be all you

want to be. It’s a matter of becoming conscious of what you want to create. 



question 10

How can I give

something beautiful

to the world?



How can I give something

beautiful to the world?

Thinking outside yourself and the impact you can create in the world with all the gifts,

experience, education and abilities that you possess is a way of connecting with your

mission in this world. Fulfillment is not about getting what you want, it’s about you

giving the world what it needs. Each of us is born with a special purpose and each time

one of us fulfills this purpose, the whole of humanity moves forward. There is nothing

more beautiful than this.



question 11

What is

kindness?



What is kindness?

This is a simple question that can connect you with an often forgotten quality of

being human. An act of kindness can make a depressed person feel alive. Knowing

it’s powerful meaning can change your life by focusing your awareness on being of

service. Think of the last random act of kindness you did for someone else or they

did for you. How did you feel?



question 12

How can I be

generous to

myself?



How can I be generous

to myself?

Sometimes we are too busy taking care of everything and everyone around us.

Be generous to yourself. You matter in this world and you are worthy of your time

and nurturing. When your batteries are charged, you’ve got more energy to

contribute to the greater good. 



question 13

Where is my

focus?



Where is my focus?

It is easy to get lost in the hundreds of thoughts that invade our minds every minute

of every day. Stopping a moment to make sense of what keeps us distracted is an

important part of finding balance in our lives.



question 14

What am I

tolerating?



What am I tolerating?

Sometimes we tolerate things in our lives because we fear change. We allow situations

that make us suffer. We do this because somewhere along the line we made an

unconscious agreement with ourselves to sacrifice growth, success and aliveness in

order to stay in our comfort zone. We don’t know what’s on the other side of change so

we stay with the lesser evil, the evil we know. Ring a bell? What’s coming to your mind

right now... 



question 15

What do I need to

let go of?



What do I need to

let go of?

For some things to flow in our life we must let go of other things. One door must close

so that another may open. What served us yesterday does not necessarily serve us

today and as you start to reconnect with your authenticity, you may experience this

situation more and more. This is a good thing! By letting go, we create space for

upgrades and updates that may be long overdue.



question 16

What is the lie?



What is the lie?

Wanting to convince ourselves of something against our better judgment is a waste

of time and valuable energy that we could be using to fuel our dreams. So come

clean right now. What story or limiting belief have you been allowing to keep you

stuck? 



What is the lie?

Wanting to convince ourselves of something against our better judgment is a waste

of time and valuable energy that we could be using to fuel our dreams. So come

clean right now. What story or limiting belief have you been allowing to keep you

stuck? 



question 17

What does change

look like?



What does change

look like?

The truth is, we can’t predict the future. What we can do is utilize the power of positive

thinking to imagine an ideal scene as if it’s already happening. This helps keep you

inspired and focused on what you want to create. Just remember, since we’re not

fortune tellers we have no way of knowing how what we ask for will come into our

lives. So set the intention, paint the picture, then let it go and trust that your highest

good will come to fruition. 



question 18

What needs

my immediate

attention?



What needs my 

immediate attention?

Some days certain things are more important than others. Have faith in your intuition

and focus your attention on what matters today. The practice of completing cycles of

action is vital to freeing up energy for your next steps.



question 19

What’s next?



What’s next?

Knowing “how to” is not necessary to take action. All that is necessary is choice.

Make a choice. Put one foot in front of the other and practice making a series of

3-foot tosses, rather than one big 30-foot toss. The latter can be daunting and can

paralyze us, holding us in the pattern of procrastination. Take baby steps to move

forward.



What is behind

the visible?

question 20



What is behind the

visible?

It takes intuition and bravery to see beyond the matter, beyond the touchable.

In life we need to make decisions about things that are not real yet. We must decide

what is to be created and what’s not. Use this questions to help you choose in life.



What’s missing in

my life?

question 21

What would make my life more fulfilling?



What’s missing in my life?

Life is made of beautiful details. Sometimes all it takes to feel fulfilled are enjoying

the simplest things. Like a walk in the park, those simple things have the ability to fill

a void. 

I invite you to think about the details, the little pieces of everyday life that bring

meaning. In doing so, you may just find what you’ve been missing.

What would make my life more fulfilling?



question 22

Where am I

suffering?



Where am I suffering?

Suffering is a choice that is sometimes accompanied by the past, by whatever went

wrong. The suffering tends to appear when we are unsure, when self doubt kicks in.

Our choice is to suffer, to feel defeated, troubled, and confused. 

This is just an illusion. Once you ask yourself this question you will realize your mind

is creating the suffering to keep you where you are. 

Move forward by connecting to your suffering and you will realize it’s not present,

it is part of the past or a negative fantasy of the future. 



question 23

What am I

settling for?



What am I settling for?

Self trust and self worth are huge when it comes to settling for whatever is not in line

with our core values and dreams. As you ponder on these questions, think about your

doubts and feeling of unworthiness that might be surfacing. Just notice the self

sabotaging thoughts, and make a choice to move forward. You don’t need to settle

for anything less than your dreams.



question 24

What does it mean

to be present?



Think about who you are when you are fully present. What is available for others

and yourself when you connect to the moment?

What does it mean

to be present?



question 25

Where is my

attention?



Is your attention in the good, the bad, the future, the present, the past, the pain? On

what’s wrong or what’s right?

Be mindful of where you direct your attention. Where it goes, so goes your intention.

Where is my

attention?



thanks for letting me be part of your journey to self-discovery.



Your journey to self discovery has only just begun.

Now the real work begins.

I hope these 25 questions have sparked something inside you.

A fire, a passion... even a flicker of inspiration. No doubt something inside has shifted.

It’s okay. In fact, it’s more than okay. It means you are starting to tap into your inner truth and find your way

toward meaningful change.

Here’s the gift: 

Having a bold and sensitive coach that can help you and guide you along on your journey to

finding the answers, can be the difference between spinning your wheels and effecting lasting change.

Book a Complimentary One-on-One coaching session with me.

Let’s make a little magic happen!



“Everything you worked on with me played a 

part in getting this job and my new life. I have 

been off since 11/15 traveling and enjoying my 

family and friends and accomplishments.”

“My family is happier, my career is soaring. I 

look forward to continuing to work with 

Andrea and continuing this path of personal 

and professional growth. I am so blessed to 

have found her when I did. Thank you so 

much Andrea! I will always be grateful.”

“I have now referred other entrepreneurial 

friends to Andrea and all of them have seen 

incredible amounts of life change thanks to 

the role she has played in their lives. I could 

not recommend her highly enough. Truly, 

she’s the type of person our world needs more 

of!”

“I highly recommend Andrea to anyone look-

ing to initiate momentum and action in their 

life.”

love from my clients

Philline Parlan

Attorney

Jennifer Appleton

CEO

Jessica Cudzillo

Founder, The Define School

Keisha Chandler

WoMentoring



Andrea Bahamondes is an executive and life coach she 

specializes in working with women experiencing burn-

out in stress level positions. Her clients range from for-

tune 500 executives, to Silicon Valley entrepreneurs and 

stay home moms who decided to put their careers on 

hold. Andrea brings more than

10,000 hours of experience studying and working in the 

field of personal

development and Buddhist teachings to aid her clients 

in their journeys

toward self discovery and fulfilment.

Andrea has a Bachelors of Arts in Psychology with a 

concentration in Organizational Leadership. She holds a 

certificate in Emotional Intelligence and Diversity. She 

is an active member of the International Coach Federa-

tion (ICF) and she is certified as an Ontological Coach 

from Newfield Network an ICF accredited coaching 

program and has over 2,000 of training as a Co-Active 

Leadership coach.

Based in Los Angeles, California her clients are all over 

the U.S. She does phone and in-person sessions.





if you like this book, connect with me and share my work with your friends.

AndreaBahamondes.com

Facebook      |      Instagram      |      Twitter

https://www.facebook.com/tnela
https://www.instagram.com/andreabahamondes/
https://twitter.com/nakedelephant
https://andreabahamondes.com/
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